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Nailing effects on cut slope with altemating sandstone and mudstone 
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lIBSTHl\C'l' : In a nail ing reinforcement of cut s l ope alternating sandstone and muds tollC"., 
bending moment o f  steel bars embedded into the slope may play an important role i n  in-
crer'lse of resis tance for the s l i de of the s l ope. This paper shows the experimental 
resul ts about characteristics of the bending stress distribution obtained from model 
tests i n  a laboratory. We measured the strains of steel bars using such an element 
model of the nai l ed slope as two concrete blocks,  one of which was put on top 01 
another and between of which we had placed granulated muds tone. And this paper in
cl u{h!s an ins i tu measured data of ax ial forces of steel bars. 

1 I NTRODUCTION 

The reinforced earth of nailing a cut 
slope has been recentl y  used to make 
stabi lization of the slope

'
. In this rein

forced earth, the tensile  and shear forces 
of steel bars play a role in increase the 
resistance for s l ide and steel bars have 
been designed mainly with respect to the 
axial  tens ile stresses . Laboratory and 
field tests ( see Jewell ( 1980 ) ,  Tatsuoka 
1 1984-1985 ) ,  Hayashi ( 1986)  and Ki tamura ( 1987- 1988 ) ) have been performed to clari
fy the infl uence of the length, the embed
ding angle ,and the spacing distance of the 
steel bar on slope stabilization. From 
these researches the contribution of the 
tenSi le and shear forces of steel bars to 
tile slope stabi. l i zation have been made 
clea r .  

When the material of slope is isotropiC 
or the slope does not have original l y  
potential s l ide surfaces the above men
tioned tensile  and shear

' 
stresses of the 

steel bars work wel l  and bending moment of 
the steel bars does not seem to have any role in the slide resistance. Because the 
material composing a slope, l i ke soi l and sma l l  rocks, 'i.'Ji l l  slip through space among 
steel bars during the sl ide of slope and 
the slope is , as a whole,  held up by the steel bars through surfacing· structures of 
the slope . The

· 
bending stresses of the steel bars may not be caused in such slope fai l ure . 

. But the bending stresses may be caused 
1n tJ . 

le cut slope al ternating sandstone and 
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mudstone which we often meet in the South 
of Kyushu. Because the thickness of the 
mudstone is much smal ler than that of the 
sandstone and the mudstone becomes s l iding 
surface. In such case we may see the 
movement of the sandstone along the sur
face

"
of mudstone i s  like that of rigidity 

and the steel bars in the cut slope may be 
loaded lil,e pile in the ground . And the 
report of this type of research does not 
seem to have been publi shed to date. The 
present report aims at making . i t  clear 
that to what degree the bending moment of 
steel bars in the aboye slope can contrib
ute to the slope stabi l ity.  

In order to investigate the characteris
tics of the bending stresses, we made two 
concrete blocks and pl aced granulated mud
stone betNeen the two concrete blocks, 
which we considered as a model for the 
terti ary alternation of strata of sand
stone and mUdstone . Embedding steel bars 
into the model and inclining the table on which the model was placed, we measured 
the stresses of steels .  We would l i ke to 
report on two or three findings we have 
made by this experiment . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL I1ETHOD 

2 . 1  models for the slope al ternating 
sandstone and mudstone 

F ig . l  shows the axial force distributions 
of steel bars at a nailed slope, which we 



got by reinforcing bar stress transducers 
after 3 months of the nailing construc
tion .  The slope gradient is 1 : 1 . 5 .  Before 
the experiment a sl iding surface was 
assumed as shown in the figure. Three 
steel bars (Diameter=19mm) were embedded 
into the upper and the l ower slope from 
the berm, respectively, with . l . 5m pitch in 
longitudinal direction of the slope. 

The slope was made by cutting talus . The 
axial stresses may be produced by steel 
bar holding up the talus through the 
surfacing structure as was stated previ
ously. Now, l et ' s  assume that the slope 
in Fig . l  is composed of the alternate 
deposit of sandstone and mudstone as shown 
in Fig . 2 ( a ) . There are three l ayers of 
sandstone, and mudstone too . In that 
case, the embedded steel bars may be 
deformed l ike the broken l ines i n . the 

Nai 100 Slope Surface 

Fig. 1. AXIAL FORCE OF . STEEL BAR AT IN-SITU 01' NAILED SLOPE 

Fig. 2(b) TEST MODEL 

Fig. 2(a). STEEL BAR DEFORMATION OF ASSUMED 
SLOPE ALTERNATIMG SANDSTONE AND 
MUDSTONE 
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figure' when the second layer of the above 
sandstone, SS ( 2 )  moves along the sliding 
surface of mudstone, MS( 2 ) .  The bending 
stresses of steel bars may be produced ' 
accompanied with the deformation in Fig . 2 (  
a )  . 

We assumed a model shown in Fiq . 2 ( b l  
regarding the part o f  the slope in which 
oblique lines were drawn . Then, we made 
the s l ope model composed of two concrete 
blocks and granulated mudstone smaller 
than 2mm grain size, as shown in Fig . 3 .  
The size o f  concrete blocks are lmx lmx 
a . 1Sm( model A) and lmx 2mx a . 1S (  model 
B ) .  The depth of the granulated mudstone 
put between the two concrete blocks is  2cm 
in both models .  Placing the test model on 
a table and inclining the table on which 
the lower concrete block was fixed, we 
examined the relations between the bending 
stress of steel bars and the inclining 
angle.  The steel bars ( Diameter=9rnm ) 
were embedded vertically to s liding sur
f�ce in order to make the bending stress 
predominant over axial stress ( Theoreti-

Concrete Block (model B) : 

1- 180 em 

Steel bar Load Cell 

Ilut � � Steel Plate 

10E 
r Table 

o 1M 
Granulated Mudstone 

F i g. 3. OUTLINE OF TEST 



cally the axial stresses should be esti
mated to be zero ) . The diameter of hole in 
which the steel bar was put was 65mm and 
we filled vacant space between wall of 
the hole and the steel bars with sand 
(model A) and the granulated mudstone 
(model B ) .  The steel bars were fixed 
through steel plates ( 120mmx 120mm) at the 
top surface of the upper concrete block 
and the bottom surface of the. lower con
crete block. And we t ightened the steel 
bars with nuts . 

Before the nailing test we did sliding 
tests without embedding steels into the 
concrete blocks. Every time we did the 
test. we changed the water content of the 
granulated mudstone. 

2 . 2  The granulated mudstone 

We got smal l  blocks of mudstone or weath
ered mudstone at cutting site of the slope 
alternating sandstone and mudstone, and 
crushed them into fine grain in the labo
ratory. We used granulated mudstone small
er than 2mm grain size.  The value of the 
consistency limit of the soil sample i s  
shown i n  Table . 1 .  

Table 1 .  The value of consistency of 
granulated mudstone. 

natural water content 
plastic limit 
liquid l imit 

w, 2 . 74% 
w,1 6 . 96% 
w,2 7 . 05% 

J EXPERlI�ENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION i 

3 . 1  The inf luence of water content on 
sl iding re.sj stRnce 

Fig . 4  shows the relation between water 
content of the granulated mudstone and 
Slide angle of the concrete blocks , which 
was obtained from tests of model A without 
steel bar . The sliding angle is critical. 
value at which the sliding displacement of 
the upper block increases rapidly, namely 
the curvature of the displacement changes 
rapidl y .  \.Je inclined. maximumly the table 
up to 4 5 degrees . The mark • on the 45 
degrees l ine indicates that the sliding angle does not appear by the maximum angle 
. 45 degrees . 

a 
As may be seen from Fig . 4  the peak . There may be an optimum t�nt Which gives the granulated high Sli ding resistance in  the 

curve has 
water con
mudstone a 

neighbor-

5 

- / \ ° 0/ a 
° a b 

I- \ 
\ a 
\, 

10 , . 
o 10 20 30 

Water Content (0/0) 
F i g. 4. HELATION BETWEEN SLIDING ANGLE AND 

WATEH CONTENT 

hood of the plastic limit of the granulat
ed mudstone. We did the sliding test of 
nailing using the granulated mudstone with 
natural water content , w=2 . 7% . 

3 . 2  The effects of nailing 

In order to express the nailing effects by 
using the increase of internal friction 
angle </> and cohesion C of the granulated 
mUdstone, we loaded three kinds of sur
charges. Okgf . 100kgf and 200kgf on the 
upper concrete block (model A) and in
cl ined the sliding plate to examine the 
effects of nai ling. A steel bar was embed
ded into the center of the upper concrete 
block. 

Fig . 5  shows the influence of nai l ing on 
sliding angle of the upper concrete block . 
According to the increase of the inclina-
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tion angle, the difference of the sliding 
displacement between the nailed model and 
unnailed model becomes evident . 

Supposing that the allowable sliding 
displacement , 0 ,  is 2em, the increase of 
shearing strength may be expressed as 
follows : 

Considering the shearing strength of the 
granulated mudstone is expressed as 

1: =C+ a tan 1> 

where, 

� Shearing strength of granulated 
mudstone 

C : Cohesion 
a : Normal stress on failure surface 
1> Internal friction angle ,  

we can get the following equation for 
slide of concrete block . 

W sina =C A+W COS a tan ¢ ( 1 )  

where ,  

W : Load acting vertically t o  
sliding surface 

A : Area of s'liding surface 
a : Angle of slide 

the 

Substituting the value of a , the 
of incl ination at 0 =2cm, in Fig.  5 
Eq. ( l )  together with the value of W 

, both cases of IIwithont steel bar" 

angle 
into 

for 
and 

"with steel bar n ,  we can express the nail
ing effects by  the increase of  ¢ and C as 
shown in Fig . 6 .  The increasing rate of the 
� and C by nailing are approximately 
15% and 30% , respectively.  The force of 
t ightening steel bar with a nut , P, was 
30kgf . 

Fig . 7  shows the influence of the 
al f i lled into the vacant space 
the steel bar and the wall of hole 

rnateri
petween 
on the 

300 r-
-------------------------, 
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c "" 0.09 tf/ni 
¢ = 22" 

. :  wilh stc!!1 bar; rp =H)� 0: w i  lhouL stcal o;lr. 
c = 0.07 tf/ni 

100 200 300 
W cos 0 (i<gf) 400 500 

Fig. 6. EFFECTS OF NAILING ON INCREASE OF ANGLE 
OF INTERNAL FRICTION AND COllESION 
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F ig. 7. EI'FECTS OF MATElnAl, FILLING UP VACANT 
SPACE ON SLIP DISPLACEMENT 

sl iding behavior.  We used sand and granu
lated mudstone as the f i l ling material in 
order to confirm the effect of cohesion on 
slide resistance. It can be seen from this 
figure that the sl iding angle is apt to 
increase according to the increase of 
cohesion. 

3 . 3  The distribution of bending stresses 
of steel bar 

Fig . 8  shows the relation between sliding 
displacements, 0 and inclination angle of 
the concrete block, e (model B ) . The mark o expresses test results about unnailed 
concrete block and the marks of • , b  , 0  
mean the test results in which the force 
of tightening steel bar with a nut, P, is 
10kgf, 30kgf, 60kgf , respectively. We 
show only two representative curves with 
regard to each P-value and don l t  recognize 

0: No Stp.c\ Bfll'S . : 1': 1 0  kr,f 
A: r� 30 kr,f 
I I: P 60 k"r 
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j'ig. 8. RELATION BETWEEN SI,IDING DISPLACEMENT 
AND ANGLE OF INCLINATION 



the differences of test results between 
PolO kgf and P�60kgf , though we can see . 
the critical angle of "no steel barl! i s ,  
of course, smal ler than that o f  "with 
steel barl! . 

Fig . 9  shows the bending stress distribu
tions of steel bar in a large sliding dis
placement ,  obtained from values of gauges 
at five paints of the steel bars ( The axi
al stresses of steel bars were approxi
mately zero, as expected) . The abscissa 
expresses the distance from surface of the 
upper concrete block . The distributions 
are mean values of the two steel bars in 
the model B .  We show only two representa
tive test results l ike in Fig . B .  In Fig . 9  
the tightening force, P ,  is  30kgf with the 
sliding angle, e , ranging from 33 to 35 
degrees . Though the difference is noticed 
between the two test results ( marks D. and 
• 1 with respect to the magnitude of the 
bending stresses, the tendency of bending 
stress distribution is quite same . The 
distributions seem to be a point symmetry 
about �ntersection of the steel bar and 
sliding surface, showing the large value 
at upper half of the upper concrete block 
and lower half of the lower block. We may 
estimate the shearing force -of the steel 
bar has the maximum value at the sliding 
surface, namely the contact surface of the 
two concrete blocks because that we may 
see the maximum value of the gradient at 
the surface. The distribution is roughly 
similar to the bending stress distribution 
of. a pile.  

Fig . IO shows the mean values of bending 
stress in which the range of the sliding 
angle, e , is from 33 degrees to 3 5 ,  re
garding the tightening force P�IO , 30 ,  
60kgf . The figure shows the representative 
stress distributions ( two or four data) ,as 

Go 
II' 'f.; 

co o 

P: Tighten ing Forco of Steel Bar, 
P�30 kgf G :  Inc] ination Angle of Concrete 
Block to The Ilorizontal 

A: Data 6 6: Data 1 1  

Uisto'lllCe From Surfacp. of Concrete Block (Cln) 
8 16 

liig. H. D I STIUBUTI ON 01' BENDING STllA l N  OJI 
S'J'Jll\L BAR 
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Fig. 10. DISTRIBUTION OF BENDING STRAIN OF 
STEEL BAR (Mean Vaule of (J � 33, 
34. 35 Degrees) 

well  as Fig . B .  The tightening force, P ,  
ranging from P�IO  to  60 kgf does not seem 
to affect the stress distribution. 

4 CONCLUSION 

We made experiments of the nai ling effects 
in which the bending moment of steel bar 
play a predominant role in the slide re
sistance of a slope alternating sandstone 
and mudstone. The following became evident 
from the experiments. 

l ) There seems to be an optimum water con
tent of the granulated mudstone glvIng 
the maximum resistance for the slide of 
the unnailed slope . 

2 )We could estimate the reinforcement 
effects of nailing as the increase of C 
and ¢ by assuming an allowable displace
ment of the slide .  

3 )When the embedding angles of the steel 
bars are vertical to the sliding surface, 
the axial stresses of steel bars may be 
estimated to be zero, and only bending 
stress plays a role in "the resistance for 
the slide . 

4 ) And the distribution of bending stress 
seems to be a point symmetry about the 
intersection of the steel bar and sl iding 
surface. The bending stress has the large 
value at upper half of the upper concrete 
block ( and lower half of the lower con
crete block ) .  We may estimate the shearing 
force has the maximum value at the sliding 
surface. 1\.nd we may see the distribution 
is roughly similar to the bending stress 
distribution of a pile .  

Though we  got the above results as  the 
characteristics of the steel bar embedded 
into the cut slope alternating sandstone 
and nudstone, there are such problems as 
the number of gauge, ' the embedding angle 
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of steel bars, model itself and the method 
of applying force, etc .  We are going to 
make an experiment , for example, changing 
the embedding angle and size of steel 
plate fixed the steel bars. 
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